
CMSC 23710/33710
Winter 2013

Scientific Visualization Homework 4
Assigned Feb 20
Due Noon Feb 26

Updated Feb 20 6:15pm: In 5, added new H(x, y) = mxy + e, instead of incorrect B(x, y) = mxy + e. In 7, changed “topology” to “location”.
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This homework examines the Asymptotic Decider, or rather its simplifica-
tion to 2D images, needed for Project 3. The diagram at left identifies how the
data values a, b, c, and d are located at the corners of the (s, t) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1]
unit square. Bilinear interpolation B(s, t) inside the square is:
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(1)

= (1− t)(a(1− s) + bs) + t(c(1− s) + ds) (2)

= a+ (b− a)s+ (c− a)t+ (a− b− c+ d)st (3)

The isovalue (for which we are approximating the isocontour) is v. Relative to
the Asymptotic Decider paper, a = B00, b = B10, c = B01, d = B11, and v = α. The questions that follow build
upon each other. Show your work so that partial credit may be awarded appropriately. Do the work by hand (except
possibly for question 4).

1. (20 pts) Show that, in general, we can re-write B(s, t) as

B(s, t) = m(s− g)(t− h) + e (4)

by expressing, with four separate equations, each of m, g, h, and e in terms of the data values a, b, c, and d.
(hint: expand m(s− g)(t− h) + e, and compare the st, s, and t coefficients with those in (3) above)

2. (10 pts) Relative to the Asymptotic Decider paper, g = Sα, h = Tα. Based on (4),

B(g, h) = m(g − g)(h− h) + e = e. (5)

In the Asymptotic Decider paper (its third page, conference proceedings page 85), is the formula forB(Sα, Tα)
correct? If not, what is wrong?

3. (20 pts) Question 1 mentioned “in general”.

(a) What condition on a, b, c, and d would prevent this re-write, making m(s− g)(t− h) + e undefined?
(b) In this case, what is the shape of the exact isocontours of B(s, t)? Justify your answer.

4. (10 pts) You can use a computer or calculator to help with the arithmetic here.

(a) Let a = 41, b = 1, c = 21, d = 31. What are g, h, m, and e?
(b) Let a = 19, b = 29, c = 49, d = 9. What are g, h, m, and e?

5. (10 pts) Let x = s − g, y = t − h, and H(x, y) = B(x + g, y + h) = mxy + e. Express the isocontour
H(x, y) = v as the graph of y = f(x), assuming that v 6= e. That is, define f(x) with e, m, and isovalue v.

6. (20 pts) The (x, y) Cartesian plane quadrants are numbered: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quadrant (plane geometry).
The general location of the isocontour H(x, y) = v, considered as the graph of y = f(x), can be described
in terms of the quadrants that contain the isocontour. State a test for determining which quadrants contain the
isocontour, in terms of e, m, and v.

7. (10 pts) The Asymptotic Decider paper gives a test, in terms of α and B(Sα, Tα), and illustrated with Fig-
ures 7a and 7b, for determining which edges of the cell to connect in the ambiguous cases. The previous
page states “... we describe a technique for making this choice which is based upon bilinear variation of F
on an ambiguous face.” Assuming the authors’ goal is to create line segments to match the location of true
isocontours B(s, t) = v within the square, is the stated test correct? If not, how would you fix it?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quadrant_(plane_geometry)

